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Abstract

The Integrated Processing and Understanding of
Signals �IPUS� architecture is designed for com�
plex environments� which are characterized by
variable signal to noise ratios� unpredictable
source behaviors� and the simultaneous occur�
rence of objects whose signal signatures can dis�
tort each other� Because auditory scene analysis
is replete with issues concerning the relationship
between SPA�appropriateness and multi�sound in�
teractions in complex environments� much of our
experimental work with IPUS has focused on ap�
plying the architecture to this problem� In this pa�
per we present our work�in�progress in scaling�up
our IPUS sound understanding testbed to accom�
modate a library of �� sounds covering a range of
types �e�g� impulsive� harmonic� periodic� chirps�
and to analyze scenarios with three or four sounds�

Introduction

In previous articles 	
� �� �� we have discussed the Inte�
grated Processing and Understanding of Signals �IPUS�
architecture as a general framework for structuring
bidirectional interaction between front�end signal pro�
cessing algorithms �SPAs� and signal understanding
processes� This architecture is designed for complex
environments� which are characterized by variable sig�
nal to noise ratios� unpredictable source behaviors� and
the simultaneous occurrence of objects whose signal
signatures can distort each other� In these environ�
ments� the choice of numeric signal processing algo�
rithms �SPAs� and their control parameter values is
crucial to the generation of evidence for symbolic in�
terpretation processes� Parameter values inappropri�
ate to the current scenario can render an interpreta�
tion system unable to recognize entire classes of sig�
nals� We designed IPUS to provide an interpretation
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system with the ability to dynamically modify its front�
end SPAs to handle scenario changes and to reprocess
ambiguous or distorted data� This adaptation is orga�
nized as two concurrent search processes one for cor�
rect interpretations of SPAs� outputs and another for
SPAs and control parameters appropriate for the en�
vironment� Interaction between these search processes
is structured by a formal theory of how inappropriate
SPA usage can distort SPA output�
Because auditory scene analysis is replete with

issues concerning the relationship between SPA�
appropriateness and multi�sound interactions in com�
plex environments� much of our experimental work
with IPUS has focused on applying the architecture to
this problem� Our earlier work focused on the �rst ver�
sion of the IPUS sound understanding testbed �con�g�
uration C��� and dealt with evaluating how well IPUS
could use small libraries of sound models �� to �� and
small sets of signal processing algorithms �SPAs� to
analyze acoustic scenarios with two or three sounds�
In this paper we �rst summarize the IPUS approach
and then present our ongoing work in developing the
C�� testbed� The work on the C�� con�guration is in�
tended to investigate how to practically scale�up the
IPUS testbed to accommodate a large library of ��
sounds covering a range of types �e�g� impulsive� har�
monic� chirps� periodic� and to analyze scenarios with
three or four sounds� In particular� we will ��� present
the evidential hierarchy we use to describe acoustic
sources� features and ��� describe the incorporation of
approximate processing techniques that compute or an�
alyze only subregions of an acoustic scenario�s spectro�
gram based on high�level source models and expecta�
tions that arise from the scenario�s emerging interpre�
tation�

IPUS Overview

IPUS uses an iterative process for converging to the ap�
propriate SPAs and interpretations for a signal� The
following discussion summarizes the IPUS blackboard
architecture shown in Figure �� For each block of data�
the loop starts by processing the signal with an ini�
tial con�guration of SPAs� These SPAs are selected



not only to identify and track the signals most likely
to occur in the environment� but also to provide in�
dications of when less likely or unknown signals have
occurred� In the next part of the loop� a discrepancy
detection process tests for discrepancies between the
output of each SPA in the current con�guration and
��� the output of other SPAs in the con�guration� ���
application�domain constraints� and ��� the outputs�
anticipated form based on high�level expectations� Ar�
chitectural control permits this process to execute both
after SPA output is generated and after interpretation
problem solving hypotheses are generated� If discrep�
ancies are detected� a diagnosis process attempts to
explain them by mapping them to a sequence of qual�
itative distortion hypotheses� The loop ends with a
signal reprocessing stage that proposes and executes a
search plan to �nd a new front�end �i�e�� a set of instan�
tiated SPAs� to eliminate or reduce the hypothesized
distortions� After the loop�s completion for a given
data block� if there are any similarly�rated competing
top�level interpretations� a di�erential diagnosis pro�
cess selects and executes a reprocessing plan to �nd
outputs for features that will discriminate among the
alternatives�
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Figure � The abstract architecture used in the IPUS sound
understanding testbed�

Although the architecture requires the initial pro�
cessing of data one block at a time� the loop�s diagno�
sis� reprocessing� and di�erential diagnosis components
are not restricted to examining only the current block�s
processing results� If the current block�s processing re�
sults imply the possibility that earlier blocks were mis�
interpreted or inappropriately reprocessed� those com�
ponents can be applied to the earlier blocks as well as
the current blocks� Additionally� reprocessing strate�
gies and discrepancy detection application�constraints

tests can include the postponement of reprocessing or
discrepancy declarations until speci�ed conditions are
met in the next data block�s��
The philosophy behind the IPUS architecture rec�

ognizes that di�erent signal representations� with dif�
ferent levels of precision� are required by complex sig�
nals such as auditory signals as they change over time�
There is no single �xed processing strategy �sequence
of �xed�parameter SPAs� that will provide adequate
evidence for all sounds under all scenarios�� Given
the dynamic nature of many environments� it is in�
e�cient to predetermine complete processing strate�
gies to provide precise evidence for all possible inter�
actions among all possible sounds� A �xed front�end
designed to generate well�resolved tracks� for instance�
would needlessly perform costly high�resolution time�
frequency analysis even when only a single sound with
widely�separated tracks is present in the acoustic sig�
nal�
IPUS permits interpretation system designers to

specify a wide range of signal features and specialized
SPAs for detecting them� without requiring detailed
strategies for applying the SPAs with particular con�
trol parameter values� The architecture is designed to
use the signal�processing theory underlying the SPAs
to opportunistically select signal features found in a
preliminary analysis to serve ��� as the basis for fur�
ther examination or ��� as the basis for decisions to
apply more expensive� specialized SPAs� The preci�
sion of the output from the SPAs can vary according
to the system�s time constraints and the complexity of
the signal�s current partial interpretation�
The next section discusses the set of signal feature

representations we use in the enhanced testbed� Note
that only a subset of the features are sought for at any
time in the system�s execution� Each representation
has several possible SPAs or interpretation knowledge
sources �KSs� that can produce it� with varying degrees
of precision�

New Testbed Evidence Hierarchy

Our extended testbed uses thirteen partially�ordered
evidence representations to construct an interpretation
of incoming signals� They are implemented through
thirteen levels on the architecture�s hypothesis black�
board� Figure � illustrates the support relationships
among the representations� while the following discus�
sion highlights the representations� content

�� The �rst blackboard level is simply the raw wave�
form data� This representation is required in spite of

�Although the human auditory system�s �hardware�
may indeed be �xed� the system�s cognitive component is
not� The set of highlevel features and their required preci�
sions that the cognitive components use to identify sounds
�e�g� duration� synchronization� expectations from sequen�
tiality� changes frequently as the auditory system interprets
real�world signals�



its space requirement since the testbed architecture
will sometimes need to reprocess data� To conserve
space� only the last � seconds of waveform data are
kept on the testbed�s blackboard�

�� The second level contains hypotheses on the enve�
lope� or shape� of the time�domain signal� These
hypotheses also maintain statistics such as zero�
crossing density and average energy for each block of
signal data� This is a new representation in the C��
con�guration that was not in the C�� con�guration�

�� The third level contains spectral hypotheses derived
for each waveform segment through algorithms such
as the Short�Time Fourier Transform �STFT� and
the Wigner Distribution 	��� One of the SPAs for
producing hypotheses on this level� the Quantized
STFT� is new to the C�� con�guration and is dis�
cussed in the next section�


� The fourth level contains peak hypotheses derived
for each spectrum� These are used to indicate
narrow�band features in a signal�s spectral represen�
tation�

�� The �fth level contains energy�shift hypotheses�
which indicate sudden energy changes in the time�
domain envelope� This is a new representation�

�� The sixth level contains time�domain event hypothe�
ses� which group shifts into boundaries �i�e� a step�up
or step�down in time domain energy indicating the
start or end of some sound� and impulses �i�e� sudden
spikes in the signal�� This is also a new representa�
tion�

�� The seventh level contains of contour hypotheses�
each of which corresponds to a group of peaks whose
time indices� frequencies� and amplitudes represent
a contour in the time�frequency�energy space with
uniform frequency and energy behavior�

�� The eighth level contains spectral band hypotheses�
which identify regions of activity in spectrograms
from the third level�

�� The ninth level contains microstream hypotheses
supported by one contour or a sequence of contours�
Each microstream has an energy pattern consisting
of an attack region �signal onset�� a steady region�
and a decay �signal fadeout� region�

��� The tenth level contains noisebed hypotheses sup�
ported by regions within spectra� Noisebeds
represent the wideband component of a sound
source�s acoustic signature� Microstreams often form
�ridges� on top of noisebed �plateaux�� but not ev�
ery noisebed has an associated microstream�

��� On the eleventh level we apply perceptual stream�
ing criteria developed in the psychoacoustic research
community 	�� to group microstreams and noisebeds
as support for stream hypotheses� or entities to
be recognized as sound�sources� Speci�cally� our

testbed knowledge sources group microstreams to�
gether when they have similar fates �e�g� synchro�
nized onset� and end�times� synchronized chirp be�
havior�� or when they share a harmonic relationship�
Noisebeds are predicted and searched for only after
a stream has been identi�ed as a particular source�s
signature�

��� At the twelfth level� stream hypotheses� with their
durations supported by boundaries� are interpreted
as sound�source hypotheses according to how closely
they match source�models available in the testbed
library� Partial matches �e�g� a stream missing a mi�
crostream� or a stream with duration shorter than
expected for a particular source� are accepted and
posted� but these are penalized with uncertainty
�referred to as SOU�Source Of Uncertainty� in the
architecture diagram�� These uncertain hypotheses
will later cause the testbed to attempt to account for
the missing or ill�formed evidence �e�g� microstreams
or noisebeds� as artifacts of improper front�end proc�
ssing�

��� The thirteenth level contains sound script hypothe�
ses� which represent hypotheses about the tempo�
ral streaming of a sequence of sources into a single
unit �e�g� a periodic source such as footsteps being
composed of a sequence of evenly�spaced footfalls� or
the combination of cuckoo�chirps and bell�tones in a
cuckoo�clock chime�� This is a new representation in
the C�� con�guration�
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Figure � The acoustic abstraction hierarchy for the ex�
tended IPUS testbed�

As mentioned earlier� not all scenarios require pre�
cise feature hypotheses� In the next section we present
two techniques the C�� testbed uses to produce ap�
proximate hypotheses that help to limit the architec�



ture�s search for signal interpretations while reducing
the time spent by the testbed�s front�end on initial
analysis of the signal�

Testbed Approximate Processing
Techniques

Approximate processing 	�� refers to the concept of de�
liberately limiting search processes in order to trade
o� certainty for reduced execution time� We have
found two classes of approximation techniques particu�
larly useful in reducing search�time for interpretations
of acoustic scenarios Data Approximation limits the
characteristics of the data to be inspected by the search
process and consequently results in solutions that are
less precise and more uncertain� Knowledge Approxi�
mation eliminates or simpli�es the constraints utilized
by the search process� In this case� certainty in the
answer obtained is reduced because it may be di�er�
ent from the answer obtained with the full set of con�
straints� We use several versions of an STFT approx�
imation algorithm 	�� that sacri�ces certainty �i�e� fre�
quency resolution� time resolution� or spectral cover�
age� in its output data in exchange for a reduction in
processing time by an order of magnitude below the
precise STFT�s requirements� This reliance on data
approximation permits the formulation of interpreta�
tion strategies that save time by �rst obtaining a rough
approximation of a scenario�s spectrogram and then re�
�ning only those portions of it that remain ambiguous
when compared with high�level sound models�
Our introduction of the spectral band abstraction

level represents a knowledge approximation technique
that avoids over�reliance on strict narrowband descrip�
tions of sounds by mapping rough clusters of spectral
activity in a spectrogram to only those sounds in the
sound library that overlap those frequency regions� By
abandoning unrestricted bottom�up search for narrow�
band components in favor of selective search in subre�
gions of spectrograms indicated by source models� the
testbed avoids e�ort in verifying improbable sounds�
tracks�

Conclusion

In addition to support for designing adaptive� low�cost
front�ends� IPUS o�ers a framework for integrating
top�down� expectation�driven processing with bottom�
up� psychoacoustically�oriented processing� The ar�
chitecture uni�es SPA recon�guration performed for
symbolic�based interpretation processes with that per�
formed for numeric�based processes as a single repro�
cessing concept controlled by the presence of various
classes of uncertainty� For example� the same con�
touring algorithm is executed with di�erent parame�
ters depending on whether an expectation exists for
any narrowband tracks in the spectrogram region in
which it is applied� If there are expectations �e�g� lit�
tle or no uncertainty�� focused contouring that relies

on the frequency tracks� properties is performed� oth�
erwise bottom�up contouring is performed with param�
eters set to detect steady�state behavior of tracks that
may be originating from sounds that have no mod�
els in the testbed�s sound library� Another example
concerns the expectation�driven parameter adaptation
that IPUS performs when partial evidence for a se�
quential stream �e�g� sound script� such as a series of
footsteps or phone rings is available� If it is possible
that an expected sound�s tracks will be indistinguish�
able from those of another sound due to poor frequency
resolution a�orded by the current parameters of the
front�end STFT� the testbed anticipates the distortion
and resets the STFT parameters�
In our presentation we will discuss the testbed�s

overall performance as well as the speci�c recognition
improvements obtained by the testbed�s new represen�
tations and approximate processing techniques�
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